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and proceed--;faute de mieux—to stir up another of those
problems of the present that harasses us not a little, namely,
the marriage problem.
Traditionally, man is regarded as the disturber of marital
peace, This legend comes from times long past, when men
still had time to pursue all manner of pastimes. But to-day
life makes such demands on man, that the noble hidalgo,
Don Juan, is to be seen nowhere save in the theatre. More
than ever man loveshjscomfort; for ours is an age oT
neurasthenia, impotence, and easy chairs. There is no longer
a surplus of energy for window climbing and duellos. If
anything is to happen in the way of adultery it must not be
too serious. In no respect must it cost too much, hence the
adventure can be only of a transitory kind. The man of
to-day is entirely averse to jeopardizing marriage as an
institution. In this-relation he commonly believes in f quieta
non movere', and, therefore, maintains prostitution. I
would willingly wager that in the Middle Ages with its famous
bath resorts, and its almost unrestricted prostitution,
adultery was relatively commoner than it is to-day. In this
respect marriage should be safer now than ever. But in
reality it is beginning to be discussed. It is a bad sign when
physicians begin to write books of advice as to how to achieve
a 'complete marriage'. Healthy people need no doctors.
But marriage to-day has actually become rather unstable.
(In America one-fourth of the marriages end in divorce!)
And what is noticeable in that, connexion is that the sgape-
goat is not the man this time, but the woman. She is the
one who doubts and is uncertain. That this is the case is
not surprising; since in post-war Europe there is such a
notable excess of women, that it would be inconceivable
if there were no reaction from that side. Such a piling up
of misery has inescapable results, It is no longer a question
of a dozen or so of voluntary or involuntary old maids here
and there; it is a matter of millions. Our legal code and our
social morality offer no answer to this question. Or can the

